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About This Game

Strange vibrations are seen on the moon! The brave cosmonaut Ivan dresses his suit and goes straight to the moon on a scientific
expedition to find out the cause of the vibrations on the moon.

Use explosives and extract resources to improve your equipment.
Meet the lunar simulator with interesting features. The gameplay is simple, but at the same time it is fascinating and will appeal

to both adults and children.

Features:
-Beautiful graphics
-Interesting levels

-Won't get bored of the game
-Representative of the platformers which will help you pass a couple of evenings
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Title: MoonDigger
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
unknown
Publisher:
Atriagames
Release Date: 21 Jan, 2018
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Absolutely gorgeous party game.
Well done!. I was about to rate this game up, its fun and overall a great game, a few minor annoyances but nothing really makes
it bad enough that it has to be rated down. but then i searched for the game on the internet, and there i found it FOR FREE on
the internet. They are basically stealing $6 out of you when you can play it online here: 
https:\/\/www.freegamesin.com\/online\/31944\/space-ripper\/ FOR FREE, luckily i got this game with a -75% discount so i
only paid a dollar or so but still, good game, literally free.. I got a girlfriend after playing this game. Very good! I learned a lot
and took many notes. I am no longer a virgin and I am proud of that.. Can't save this game ...
. I threw so many books that it pushed me out of bounds and gave me an achievement.. Very impressed by the way the devs
handled a recent problem whereby on entering a room it froze and I couldn't load the level again. They replied to me quickly
and worked on an update that solved the problem. Keep up the good work.. Nice game, for 1 man coding. Good control
responce, reaaly nice choice of difficulties, plus you can replay this game at least one time for different story choices (and they
bring entirely different maps, not just another position on same map) For it's price this is a really musthave game for all tower
defence lovers, and good choice for players, who are newbs in this type of games.. two things i like
lettuce
ubermosh. This game is amazing, we got it in the Humble Monthly bundle and my 6 year old played it not stop it's hard but not
overly so. It's got so many features, levels and characters it's impressive the graphics may be simple but the game play has a lot
of depth... We skipped most of the apples :), still had a blast though, well worth picking up if you like a good classic platformer
that has Jet Set Willy looks but gameplay on par with modern platformers.. Hey at least you can play this one, unlike Fallout 3.
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+[Paramedic Alfred Anderson] is my favourite character. I am always play with he! :happymeat:

I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. I recommend this game to many people it is very sweet and fun. *******EDIT:
(9\/9\/14) So after some messing around I found that running the game in a resolution like 1280x1024 seems to improve the
lagging and stuttering I experienced while moving about the map. Now, it's not great but it's better then when I'm running at
1920x1200. Hope that helps.*******

Unfortunately this game does not, at this time, receive my recommendation because the game performs like garbage. It really
upsets me to see this great title being defamed in this manner. Everything that is great about this game has been there since the
original game and United Independent Entertainment GmbH has taken that exact game, made some nice little additions, allowed
for HD widescreen resolutions and that seems to be about it. At any speed, moving around the map is near impossible, it stutters
and jerks about, sometimes continuing to move around long after I\u2019m done pressing the left or right key. Needless to say
this performance issue is pretty severe and I\u2019d imagine that we won\u2019t hear anything from the developers in the form
of a response regarding this seemingly widespread issue, but I\u2019m hoping this is one of those \u201cfeel good\u201d
gaming stories where the Scumbag Steve actually ends up being the good guy Greg.
On the bright side I love what this game was and would love to be able to play it in \u201cHD\u201d without having to quit in
frustration because the game cannot handle moving about the map. If this issue is addressed and patched you can be sure
I\u2019ll be recommending this game.. Best of the best! I\u2019ve been impressed with every Raw Lion Workshop title
I\u2019ve tried so far and this coaster experience is no different. First there is a walkway like a real park, only no lines, yay!
That was neat in and of itself. The coaster itself is the stated length, then there is a gallery and you can explore a winding exit
path and look at neat stuff.
The coaster itself is really good, though it looked a bit murky in some areas and I had to reposition myself as my head was right
above the seat. Maybe a Rift issue? But it twists, turns and dives through several areas, the water feature being one of the best.
I like that the coaster does things no real life coaster could do unless industrial light and magic is making magical coasters now.
Don\u2019t forget to explore after the ride and the references to other titles were a plus.. Was a bit caught off-guard when I
realized that it was under the Horror tag, but you can't really tell. it's just
Creepy

Otherwise a phenomenal game and I wish more people have heard of it

I keep getting really close to finishing it, getting stuck, not playing it for a while, then restarting
still haven't finished it. The movement in this game is TERRIBLE! You lose bascially all momentum trying to slide or wall run.
Literally fall straight down. Not fun at all.... this game is surprisingly deep !. Very early feedback as there's close to no review.
The game is running flawlessly and is totaly responsive. UI and GUI are pretty bare bones but functional.
Tooltips are here to explain your character sheet and other required info.
The tutorial is also basic but seemed enough to me. There's also a player's guide.

I feel like i need to mention this: The game is real time for exploration and turn-based with AP (tokens) during combat phases. I
mention that because i couldn't tell from the Store page (both vids and dev description).
Really feels like a Fallout in 2.5D, with a different world and a turn-based system taking into account Time Units based on
Action types.
Character sheet is based on Attributes\/Skills\/resistances\/Perks...Seems pretty solid so far.
You can recruit NPCs and wild animals through a surrender mechanic allowing you to choose followers from a wild variety
(raiders\/snakes...)
Gear seems to have a good impact and trading with NPCs really feels Fallout like in a good way (no currency here but pure
trade altered by your Barter skill).
Mod support and Steam workshop is also a thing (with a guide).

I'll update this review each time i get to play the game but for the bucks and care put into the game, it's a win so far.. This game
copy other game
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